Soil-ly Haiku

G.W. Hurt

Haiku (either singular or plural) is defined as: an unrhymed verse form of Japanese origin with three lines containing usually 5, 7, and 5 syllables respectively; also, a poem in this form usually has a seasonal reference (http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary). Most soil-ly haiku would be poems.

“The Cycle”
slow gentle rainfall
moist mellow productive soil
plants emerge grow die

“Say What?”
sandy uncoated
Lamellic Quartzipsamments
very good citrus

“Reduction Sequence Products”
water nitrogen
manganous ferrous sulfide
swampy methane gas

“The Joys of Labor”
auger probe shovel
landscapes landforms discovered
pedological

“Florida State Soil”
Myakka: Sandy
siliceous hyperthermic
Aeric Alaquod

“Once Then Now”
prairie grasses
cultural intervention
commodity crops

“Easy”
hydric; nonhydric
excavate: look, see, feel, smell
results conclusive
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